RUTHMANNSTEIGER® K 130

Drive fast, smooth actions  with the RUTHMANNSTEIGER® K 130.
As local company you must be in a position
to adapt yourself to most different operating conditions during work at lighting
systems, traffic lights or road signs. Within

moving traffic you can often only work
under very restricted space conditions. And
even then you have to take care that the
traffic does not come to a standstill. With

the RUTHMANNSTEIGER® K 130 you get
a maximum of flexibility for most different
conditions at place of work.
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Thanks to the swivelling angle of the Rüssel®
(cage lifting arm) you obtain the necessary
agility to reach with the working cage also
hardly accessible spots like e.g. behind wirings or contact wires.
With a cage carrying capacity of up to
200 kg you can realize with the platform on
a safe and fast way working heights of up
to 13,00 metres. This STEIGER® covers for
you with its lateral outreach of 8,20 metres
a large working range. The small jacked
width makes a safe working also within
urban traffic and narrow streets possible to
you.

The standard version of this STEIGER® is
mounted on a carrier-chassis. In case of a
high demand for transportation of tools and
mounting material you can order as optional
extra for the load platform a storage compartment with a lot of additional space.
Contact us  by phone, fax or E-mail. We
would be pleased to give you detailed information concerning the performance spectrum of our proven STEIGER® and demonstrate profit and advantages arising for you.

RUTHMANNSTEIGER® K 130
Working height:

13,00 m

Lifting height:

11,00 m

Lateral outreach:

8,20 m

Range of rotation:

450°

Swivelling angle of articulated
top boom Rüssel®:

160°

Size of working cage:

1,30 - 1,00 m

Carrying capacity of working cage:
Permissible siting inaccuracy:

200 kg
5°

Total height:

3,50 - 3,60 m

Perm. total weight:

from 4.600 kg

A further plus of stability arises for you
thanks to the high permissible siting inaccuracy of the carrier chassis of 5°. In this
way also at working sites with a gradient or
slope of up to 9% a safe stability is granted
to you.

Load of working cage up to 200 kg

All dimensions in meters. All measurements and weights are approximate and refer to the standard
basic execution. Technical alterations reserved. Steiger®, Gelenksteiger®, and Rüssel® are registered
trademarks of Anton Ruthmann GmbH & Co. KG

For further information on machine sales contact:
Mr. Mark Pugh
Westside, London Road, Hickstead,
West Sussex, RH17 5LZ, England.
Email: mpugh@facelift.co.uk Web: www.facelift.co.uk
Tel: +44 (0) 1444 880913 Fax: +44 (0) 1444 881199

facelift
access and safety made easy

